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Egnyte Secures $16 Million in Financing Led by Google Ventures
New Funds to Bolster Sales and Marketing, Further Develop
Hybrid Cloud and Next Generation Cloud Technologies
MOUNTAIN VIEW, Calif. – July 17, 2012 — Egnyte, the leading provider of cloud and hybrid
cloud file sharing solutions for businesses, today announced it has closed a $16 million round of
Series C financing led by Google Ventures with additional support from existing investors,
Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers (KPCB) and Polaris. The funds will be used to expand sales
and marketing efforts as well as further the development of hybrid cloud and next generation
cloud technologies. As a part of today’s funding, Karim Faris, Partner at Google Ventures, will
join the board of Egnyte.
In the past few years consumer grade offerings launched the initial wave of cloud adoption, and
as usage exploded, businesses stood up and took notice. Now that cloud computing has
established itself, enterprises are looking to the next generation of solutions to usher in
widespread use in the corporate environment. Analysts and major corporations agree, hybrid
cloud storage will satisfy the long term needs of the enterprise, utilizing existing infrastructure
and behind the firewall access, coupled with the anytime, anywhere availability of the cloud.
“Hybrid cloud is going to become an important component for global enterprises to run their
mission-critical applications,” said Karim Faris, Partner at Google Ventures. “Egnyte’s market
momentum, technology strengths, and vision for the future were key in our decision to lead the
round. Egnyte is developing a new approach to cloud computing and we are excited to be
working with them.”
Egnyte’s solution has been embraced by companies globally and provides enterprises with the
control, scalability, and security they require for implementing a next generation Cloud strategy
today. "We're thrilled to continue our support of Egnyte. With nearly one million seats deployed,
Egnyte has proven to be the leading solution for enterprise-grade cloud and hybrid cloud
storage," said Matt Murphy, Partner, KPCB. “As cloud adoption hits an inflection, enterprises
are clamoring for a solution purpose built for their needs. Egnyte's hybrid cloud approach
stands out in a market that until now has focused on consumer solutions.”
Egnyte recently announced major customer wins including a 25,000 seat enterprise deal with
Y&R group, the largest deal in the space, as well as a case study with Balfour Beatty, whose
use of Egnyte’s hybrid cloud offering saved them over $5 million. “Hybrid cloud is the right
strategy for running mission-critical applications in the enterprise. Our vision and execution in
the hot cloud computing space reflects that belief and has kept us in a leading position. This
investment will not only provide us with the funds to expand our efforts, more importantly all our
investors represent a strategic interest and belief that hybrid cloud is the next generation cloud,”
noted Vineet Jain, CEO, Egnyte.
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About Egnyte
Over 1 billion files are shared daily by businesses using Egnyte HybridCloud file server.
Egnyte’s unique technology provides the speed and security of local storage with the
accessibility of the cloud. Users can easily store, share, access and backup files, while IT has
the centralized administration and control to enforce business policies. Egnyte, founded 2007,
is based in Mountain View, California and is a privately held company backed by venture capital
firms Google Ventures, Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers, Floodgate Fund, and Polaris Venture
Partners. For more information, please visit www.egnyte.com or call 1-877-7EGNYTE.
About Google Ventures
Google Ventures provides seed, venture and growth stage funding to the most innovative and
promising entrepreneurs across a variety of stages. Founded in 2009, Google Ventures helps
its entrepreneurs succeed by providing access to uniquely hands-on and dedicated resources
such as its Design Studio, Marketing, Recruiting, and Engineering Teams, and Startup Lab.
The Google Ventures team has extensive entrepreneurial experience, deep technical
knowledge and expertise in building high growth, scalable products and companies. Among its
100+ investments are Nest, Kabam, HomeAway, SCVNGR, ngmoco, Airtime and WhaleShark
Media. Google Ventures is headquartered in Mountain View, Calif. with offices in Cambridge,
Mass., Seattle, Wash. and New York, N.Y.
For more information, please visit
www.googleventures.com.
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